ICSE Class 3 Syllabus

English Syllabus:

Chapter Name                                Poems            Grammar
Message in a bottle                          Robin             Nouns
Ravi goes camping- I                        Brother bent-nose Articles
Pothole                                     The little elf man Pronouns
The wooden bowl                             The White Window Preposition
The three tortoises                         Puppy and I       Verbs
Uncle Prasad and the flying                My Playmate       Conjunction
machine -I                                  Look Before You Leap Adverbs
Uncle Prasad and the flying                Nirupam Uncle     Adjectives
machine -II                                 Collective Nouns
The Old Man and the Tiger                   Tenses (Simple Past, Simple Present, Simple Future)
The Jungle book                             The Nawab of Salimabad-I
The Nawab of Salimabad-I                    The Nawab of Salimabad-II
The Rabbit’s Egg                            The Rocket's Egg  